A Collection of Poems
& Short Stories from

Introduction
In 2013-2014 the Scribblers, Beaufort College’s Creative Writing group learned about
many styles of writing, from dialogue to song, film scripts to creating epic journeys.
Over a number of weeks they worked closely with Dun Laoghaire Rathdown’s Writerin-Residence Colm Keegan. They showed up after school week after week, sometimes
to work on their own, often to collaborate, sometimes just to chat and have a laugh,
occasionally to run riot around the our school library. But they showed up. They created,
they thought deeply, they were brave enough to share their work. In this book we’ve
gathered just some of their efforts. The collection reflects the diversity of our student’s
voices and experience, their talent and their ingenuity. We are both pleased and proud
of the results.
This year saw the tragic death of actor Robin Williams. His film Dead
Poet’s Society introduced me to the power and depth of poetry
as a teenager in a way that the textbook could not.
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Imagine if
By Shane Kerrigan
Imagine if the world turned against us
Imagine if all the animals in the world said they were fighting back
Imagine if they said no more
Imagine if we lost and they won
Imagine if life was more like it used to be
Imagine if they were free
Imagine if a home for us was a prison for them
Imagine if they got fed up of how we treat them
Imagine if we stopped the torture
Imagine if the world had no animals
Imagine if we had to survive then
Imagine if this planet became that prison
Imagine if . . . .

Moonshine

The Grass of Life
By Nathan Walsh

By Shane Kerrigan
It was a dark and lonely night
Not a star in sight
I was walking down the street
I look up to see Luna shining
Through the clouds.
Trying to show her beauty to the world.
But tonight is a night the darkness
Comes to stop all light from shining
So go away darkness and let light shine.
Let Luna be free.

So fine like a blade
Cutting me as I sat down.
It made my blood run green.
Green like the earth that brought me here
Green like the grass I can see there
Waving free
Nobody to stress
I wish I was a blade of grass
Just for a day of freedom.

1543
By Aleksandra Granatyr
Have you ever?
Have you ever looked up into the sky?
Have you ever marvelled at the beauty of it’s lights?
Have you ever stared into it’s void?
Have you seen the void?
Did you fear it?
Do you know the stars?
The planets?
Do they seem mortal to you?
Do they seem dead?
Do you crave to know what’s outside of the dome?
Do you desperately cling to the earth beneath you?
Have you ever felt the presence of this emptiness?
Have you ever?
Have you ever?

The red wind
By Tiernan Murray
A cold October morning, one side celebrating it’s past,
Another gearing up for the spooks and thrills of Halloween.
War.
It had been raging in Israel for months,
Both sides fighting like dogs,
For the blood of the modern world.
Soviet backed Arabs fighting U.S. backed Jews,
All to secure oil for their relentless overlords.
Diplomacy, sanctions, hadn’t brought peace,
Like a coiled snakes, both sides creep biding their time.
October 17th, the stage was set.
Fighting broke out, each side gripping the throat of the other,
Desperately choking with a firm grasp.
Both sides drew their weapons
And as Chekhov said,
“a gun in the first act, will always go off before the curtain falls”.

School

Fragile

By Saoirse Hayes

By Liam McCabe

Sitting in maths,
Time whizzing by.
Will I ever use this?
No, I wonder why
School is a cage,
Holding you in.
Gripping your mind,
Controlling your sins.
It’s a pen and paper,
Deciding the truth.
You’re an average on a page,
Years wasted during your youth.
Your teachers are amazed,
By how sharp you really are.
They thought you’d drop out,
Their amazed your this far.
They don’t understand,
The difference they make.
At the end of the day,
It’s your stake to take.

Brittle boned, scared, not stone,
Weird, wacky and fragile.
Easily broken, cracking from the inside
I bend and fracture
Neither human nor animal
I am glass.
Don’t break me.

I am a rebellion
in myself
By Liam McCabe
I am a rebellion in myself
I am majestic and free
I am the person you will come to
I am the bird in a tree,
Free to do whatever he wants to do.
I am a person who confides in himself
It’s in my name
It is all a game to the government
They think they are the highest
I am a freedom fighter
I am a rebellion in myself
I am majestic and free

Nature’s Way
By Tiernan Murray
The birds caw
The leaves rustle in the breeze
The river flows.
Season after season
Year after year
Nature has resided here.
The shrews, the birds, the wolves.
Shoots, roots, trees and bushes
All together in harmony,
Reliant on each other
Conveying their love and affection.
But over the horizon,
A great threat,
One larger than anything nature itself
could fathom or spawn
Looms malevolently,
Like a spectre.
Humans
It means one thing.
Planes trains cars
Overwhelm the urban space
Bulging like a tumour.
Desperately gasping for air to pollute,
Life to kill,
Resources to take,
The void to fill.

Killing, corruption, and exploitation
Wealth, is the motivation.
Oil barons, bankers, politicians,
businessmen
Leave a thick black taint on the earth.
As the dusty fumes close in,
The lovely oak trees proud and tall
Like watchmen of the forest,
Begin to blacken and harden
In the thick ash covering
Leaves, bushes, and flowers decay
Rich green fields turn
To brown sludge.
We
A collective body of people
Possess the earth.
Yet we destroy it in a viscous black cloud.
Fumes of petrol, burning engines killing
off nature,
The foul sweep of technological
evolution.
What if that evolution kills our future?
What good will it do?
Are we ready to destroy all that we are
looking to achieve?
Will the effort of mankind will be wasted?

Stand up! Speak out! Fight back!
By Nodrot Adewumni
You will see people around you
Trying to show off
Trying to fit in
And trying to be among.

I don’t care
What anyone says
I’m proud of my background.
I’ll stand up for myself
With a smile.

But the people you
Hang around with
Are just fake users
Taking everything you have
To just look cooler.

Don’t be down
When you get hurt
Put your head up
Be strong.
Stand up! Speak out! Fight back!

The Time
By Ruairi Power
That cold, slow autumn breeze,
Slowly whispers in my ears.
Weakness hits my wobbly knees,
As the moment approaches.

As the distant sounds
Become infinite,
As you say “I love you.”
Forever lasts in my heart.

The closer and tighter that you hold me
My body becomes numb,
As though the concept of love,
Is true and real.

Together as our breath slows down,
Nothing else matters,
We now are joined like doves,
Sailing endlessly in Love.

We observe a smile,
Knowing that there is in fact,
Nothing to fear.

This love so unknown to others,
When our lips embrace
It is in a world,
That only we can see.

Friendship

Summer

By Ruairi Power

By Caitlin Summer Casey

There are always days that are gloomy,
Where the sun doesn’t shine,
Or show its radiant colour,
But you can make everything
Feel bright on those gloomy days.
When my heart feels heavy,
The sadness too much to bear,
Somehow you always find a way
To be right there beside me.
When tribulations comes knocking at my
door
You greet me with a smile that conveys
We are going through this together,
You’re are always there cheering me
along.
No matter the day or situation,
I know that you’re just a text or phone call
away,
You feel my sorrow and happiness,
It dawns on me,
How thankful I am,
To have someone like to call my best
friend.

I was named after the
Greatest one of all
Better than the spring or summer
Outpaced the mighty Fall.
What amazing colours
Every tree in green
And if the sun decided to show
It’s one amazing scene
I don’t care what people say
Don’t care about the rest
I took the time to write this poem
‘Cause Summer is the best!

Gold
By Daniel Orefuwa
Gold is just metal we consider it precious,
People search for it; going on journeys that are treacherous,
We seem blind to the fact that we`re surrounded by gems.
We don’t consider nature’s valuables.
We ignore them.
From the Sapphire skies to the Emerald fields,
The Golden Sun seems unreal,
The Ruby sunset to the Topaz sunlight,
The light that warms us, the light that keeps life.
The Diamond waters that quench our thirst,
The Silver moonlight that lifts waves from earth,
The Crystal, clear air like an eternal fire,
The valuable creatures from birds to tigers,
The Bronze soil that provides us food,
The warmth and kindness from people being good.
Gold is just metal.

Fly High
By Enoch Desir Ebila Levy
If I was a bird
I would fly very high
High up
See me glide
In the lovely blue sky
I would be free
As free as the sea
Dash here and then
Fly past Big Ben.
I love the breeze
As much as Swiss cheese

I’m the king of the air
Faster than a hare
I’m a falcon
I’m always in the action
Fly past a traffic jam
Glide past a tram
How?
Because . . . .
I ….
Am . . . .
A Falcon

Ballad of Morgiana Sparrow
By Lee Harding
This is the tale of Morgiana Sparrow
A woman of connections, richer than a pharaoh.
Roaming from Siberia, she started as a sly fox.
But all that changed when she learned how to pick locks.
Jam-packed with senselessness and spewing with delirium.
She had a voice like those who were high on helium.
Rejected by her parents, brought up by her uncle,
A legend in his lifetime, a world full of trouble.
Piotr VanGould, the notorious nutcase.
Eyebrows like leeches, drained life from his face.
Pimples on his cheeks like velvet blood clots,
Hair gelled up like he had met one thousand watts.
From there on she became his novice,
Learning from his ways and earning a large profit.
After-school sessions were filled with torture,
He really did teach her how to be a good enforcer.
Life was well until Piotr got shot,
But I guess that was all a part of the plot.
Morgiana Sparrow spent her days as a thief,
Killing those who opposed her, she caused huge grief.
Life went on, soon she grew up,
As she got older she grew more corrupt.
She butchered a family for own ascent,
All the time laughing in her thick Russian accent.
6 years later, she escaped from prison.
Free from lockup but still not forgiven.
She ran the lands of Russia from town to town,
Rewarded as someone fit for a crown.
Fugitive from the law but at home more than ever,
Morgiana Sparrow, a Queen of crime forever.

Nature’s Best Painters
By Daniel Orefuwa
The dreaded storm has caused the wreck.
A raging beast now put to rest?
This storm is no wrecker,
It is nature’s best painter.
Leaving the sunlight to finish,
To make it even better.
A streak of multi-coloured lines,
A trail left from the paint brush,
Soars through the sky turning all the
colour of rust.
Delicious dew resting on the lush plants,
Bright yellow sunflowers singing out a
chant.
The scarlet sunset, the crimson sea,
Golden sunlight as majestic as can be.
Jet black stones shine and gleam.
As the pure white light travels through
like a queen.

The sun will complete this picture now.
Shining higher and higher
Its light always cleanses and burns like
fire.
The forest elders are watching,
Along with the guardians of the sky.
The beautiful picture finished,
It starts to come alive.
The earth is a wonderful work of art.
Not made by the mind but straight from
the heart.
The sun and storm are artists,
What an odd pair they seem.
Though hand and hand
They are nature’s best painters.

Guardian
By Lee Harding
People say there are guardians,
That live up in the clouds.
But if there are guardians,
Why are they missing from the crowds?
A guardian is your protector?
Someone that defends?
But if there are guardians,
They’ve never been my friend.
A guardian is our guide?
That shows us right from wrong?
But if there are guardians,
They haven’t shown me how to belong.
A guardian is a saviour?
They bring us back from melancholy?
But if there are guardians,
Why do we face agony?

Gone but never
forgotten
By Nathan Walsh
The day I went out to play,
I felt like she was ready to lay down,
Not too old,
Not too young,
The right age it was,
I sat there,
In the hot summer sun,

There are no guardians,
Can’t you see?
They’re just imagination,
You don’t have to agree.

With a breeze,
A shiver feeling from head to toe,
There it was on a stone,
Written on it,

Think what you wish,
It does not bother me.
You can stay like all the other fish,
That swim in the sea.
Think outside the box,
And soon you’ll find,
The image of a guardian
Should be redesigned.
I am my own guardian,
I’ll not be bound by constriction.
I shall till my own garden
I renounce this guardian fiction.

In big bold letters,
“GONE BUT NEVER FORGOTTEN”

That November Night
By Caitlin Casey
It was a bitter November night. Robert and I emerged from the downtown cinema. We
had known each other since we were five years old. He was my closest friend. We ranted
about the terrible movie we had just seen. I looked up to the sky. The stars were out.
“It’s freezing!” I said to Robert as if he didn’t know.
We decided to go into the cafe across the road. It was slightly warmer but a cold chill
drifted. A young couple sat a few seats back. An old man sat near the exit. The paint
peeled. We talked for a while until Robert grew quiet. He shyly stirred his coffee. He
clearly wanted to say something but couldn’t find the right words.
“What’s wrong?” I asked. I had never seen him like this before. He didn’t answer. “Robert
. . . what’s wrong?” He still didn’t answer. “Robert, what is wrong?” I snapped. The couple
shot me a look making me instantly regret my tone. He finally looked up at me. His eyes
were watery.
“I . . .I . . .” He looked away for a while and back again. “I’m leaving,” he said.
I slumped back into my seat. “Why?” I asked.
“We can’t stay here anymore.”
“But . . . but where are you going to go? Who knows about this?” I probably shouldn’t
have bombarded him with questions but I couldn’t help myself.
“My brother and I, we’re leaving this place for good. We can’t stay here.
I was silent with a thousand things I wanted to say. I wanted to scream.
I wanted to cry. I wanted to tell him I’d miss him.
He stood up to leave.
“Just promise me one thing” I said. “Write to me.”
He gave me a sad smile.
“I will . . . goodbye.” He had gone before
I could say anything else. I never saw
Robert again.

A Friendly Eye
By Aleksandra Granatyr

A friendly eye which smiles upon you,
A friendly eye which reinforces rules,
A friendly eye which loves your independence,
But your actions are disgusting. Stop.
An eye which has you always in its mind,
An eye which never forgets your good deeds,
An eye which always craves to learn more,
And which watches you in your sleep.
The Eye you wouldn’t like to ABANDON,
The Eye which knows everything there is,
The Eye which watches and sees ALL,
The Eye which records your dreams,
It controls you with its THOUGHTS.

Soldier
By Saoirse Hayes
Pulling the trigger is the one you love,
A sky full of clouds scattered above.
Gone are the days when peace was a right,
The soldiers go on, no king nor a knight.
An undeclared war still fighting alive,
The years stacking up, now on five.
A single bullet taken to the head,
A life time inside, every day is dead.
The courage the bravery will shine on through,
Millions are dying some only new.
Risking their lives day in day out
Never a scream nor a noise left their mouth.
All the stories they told were lies,
Nobody could hear their inside cries.
They keep on going, blood shed swimming,
What do you think a hero or a villain?

I Eat Red Sauce with Everything
By Liam McCabe
Awkward, so awkward
I feel different
It’s not something you think of,
It’s something you are.
I eat red sauce with everything
Dress differently
Think differently
Experience differently

Awkward, so awkward
I hide who I am on the inside
Lockdown
Awkward seems different
It’s me
Only me
Happy to be awkward
To eat red sauce with everything.

My Dublin
By Laura Cunningham
Seeing the girls in their vans
Wearing shinny disco pants
Westside
Eastside
Northside
Southside
Dublin.
What’s the story luv?
One puzzle that fits together
Botanic gardens
O’ Connell Street
Girls make up
Deep as peat.
Cars clamped
Shops cramped
A queue
Never ends
Around the shops bends.

Broken bottles on the road
Jewellery
Fake gold
Five banana’s a euro!
Moore Street
Runners robbed from your feet
The garda coming down Grafton Street.
The spire all 398ft
Traffic moving back and forth
Driving by the Four Courts.
Once you’re near Richmond road
You hear screams from seats that have
been sold
When Dublin is playing
Croke Park goes insane.
It’s where I’m from.
It’s my home.
It’s my Dublin.

Being a Prince
By Enoch Desir Ebila Levy
I would love to be a Prince
I could get anything I want
Anytime I want.
If I decided to go to Spain
A few hours later I’d be in Spain
If I got a bit bored sometimes
There is no challenge for me.
Life would be like a big cup of tea.
If I decided to join the army
Like my uncle Harry

No terrorist could be killing me.
If I decided to be a wrestler
No broken ribs or black eyes for me
I’d execute my opponents.
If I decided to try Formula One
And my tyre burst at 160 miles per hour
I’d escape unharmed
I’d have all the power
I’d love to be a Prince.

The Smoker’s Life
By Laura Cunningham
Getting high
Feeling low
That green stuff ain’t healthy ya know.
Saw a girl yesterday
Not gonna say her name
Didn’t recognise her
Walking up the road
Until she came close.
Smelled like an ash tray
Took me 5 minutes to recognise her.
She asked me to buy her fags,
She begged me.
Like she was begging for her life.
She’s only fourteen
Smoking four years
She’s changed.
For worse not better
Slowly dying from inside to out
Wish she would just stop
Figure it all out.
Friends she calls friends,
Are they really her friends?

Black bin bags underneath each eye
Teeth like a white table cloth
Covered with coffee stains
Hard to remove.
Lungs like a sponge
Yet to be filled
More badness.
Damage that can’t ever be healed,
A sponge an organ once pink
Black instead
Burnt to the shell.
All that’s left
Will not last long.
Four foot box.
Oak, strong
You know what this means.
It’s your life
It’s a fact
Please don’t smoke
People care
Your family your friends
There’s help everywhere.

Her hair dyed off,
Make-up imbedded like roots of a tree to
soil
Skin like a dried up leaf
Run down
Sleepless.
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